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BUILDING A TRADING DIARY

Executive Summary
A trading diary is a necessity to a great trader. This is used to keep a record of all trading
throughout a day.

Using a fundamental calendar, a trader can keep track of economic events throughout
the week, and how much they will affect the market. Traders use the daily checklist to
keep track of technical indicators and fundamentals for each day. Using FXCM snips,
their trading log, and adding trade annotations allows the trader to keep track of their
statistics. Finishing out the diary is the trading plan. This is the set of rules the trader
must follow while trading.
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TRADING DIARY: LIST OF RECORDS EACH DAY

List of Records in Trading Diary
List of the records that should be kept
daily in the trading diary:
1. Keep your trading plan in the front of
the diary
2. Daily check list covering
fundamentals and technicals (moving
averages and fibonacci numbers) for
both major and minor trends plus your
feelings/focus of the day
3. Annotated 5 minute chart at end of
trading period
4. FXCM printed report (report
generated by dealer on trading action)
5. Excel log and equity curve
6. Partner approved transactions to plan
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TRADING DIARY: WHAT YOU NEED TO BUILD A GOOD DIARY

Trading Binder
Buy a 3 ring binder
from your local
office supply store.

Also buy Tab
Dividers.

Label each tab as a date,
and file your work
accordingly by date.
McNew prefers daily tabs
with each tab having the
date labeled clearly

Order of Trading Diary:
Most recent copy of your Trading
Plan goes in the first tab. Inside each
daily tab place the following pages in
this order:
1. Fundamental Weekly Calendar
2. Daily Checklist
3. Trade Annotations
4. FXCM Report Snip
5. Trader’s Log and Equity Curve
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TRADING DIARY: THE TRADING PLAN

Trading Plan
A trading plan consists of IF,
THEN, UNLESS parameters to
define when to enter, exit, and not
enter a trade.
Example:
Every trading plan needs to follow
a simple flow chart diagram to
make trade decisions. It can be
read by anyone and is not
discretionary.

IF

10 > 20,
Momentum +

THEN

UNLESS

Go Long

Bearish Engulfing,
Double Top, or
Hanging Man

5-Min Trend
10 > 20, or
20 > 10?
10 > 20

20 > 10

In your trading plan, be sure to specify:
Bearish
Bullish Engulfing, or
Engulfing,
or
• Goal (Pips, number of trades, etc.)
Double Bottom?
Double Top?
• Relevant markets and charts
• Trading Philosophy
No
Yes
Yes
No
• Stop Loss and Limits
No position may
Buy with Stop
Sell with Stop
• Descriptions of Entry/NonLoss and Limit
be taken
Loss and Limit
Entry/Exit Parameters
NOTE: See How to Write a Simple Trading Plan for a more detailed procedure
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TRADING DIARY: THE FUNDAMENTAL CALENDAR

Fundamental Calendar
Your Fundamental Calendar should have information regarding
events, times, forecasted and actual results, as well as predicted
movement from each result.
NOTE: See “Updating the Trading Calendar” for how to make the
calendar.
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TRADING DIARY: THE DAILY CHECKLIST

Daily Checklist

Creating a personalized daily checklist is
paramount to a traders success. To the
right is an example of a daily checklist.
Asset classes such as precious metals, oil,
and the dollar index affect the spot
currency market and therefore the trader
should include these assets in their
checklist.
The daily checklist is a document that the
trader fills out everyday to track trends in
the spot currency market. The 4-hour
trend, 5-minute trend, resistance, support,
and volatility should be included in a daily
checklist.
Any Poll Data headlines coming out that
day should be included on the checklist.

The last piece is how the
trader is feeling that day
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TRADING DIARY: HOW TO FIND THE PRICE OF OIL AND OTHER COMMODITIES

How to Find the Price of Oil
Follow this link to obtain oil data from the last
3 months:
http://www.livecharts.co.uk/MarketCharts/cru
de.php

Next select Crude oil
chart.
Click on the “Time Interval”
drop down menu on the
chart. Choose the 1 day
option.
Mouse over the chart to
determine the high, low and
current prices in a 3-month
time frame
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TRADING DIARY: ‘SNIPPING’ YOUR FXCM CHART AND THEN ANNOTATING IT FOR EACH TRADE

Trade Annotations

At the end of every trading day, a trader should take screenshots of their FXCM charts
and analyze the trades they made. Use SNIP to take a screen shot
Trade analysis is a key factor to learning why trades are winners or losers, and is one of
the biggest influences contributing to trader growth.
The trader should print out the charts in a black and white word document with their
analysis.
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TRADING DIARY: GETTING THE FXCM REPORT

FXCM Report Snip
In FXCM Trading
Station, click “Report”
Select the date you want
the report generate for,
and make sure to deselect
“Now.”
Format it as HTML.
Then click Run report.

Use the snip tool to capture the report,
then paste it into a blank Microsoft
Word Document, and print.
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TRADING DIARY: BUILDING THE TRADER EXCEL FILE FROM FXCM

Trader’s Log
Traders must keep a log of all of their trades, and record them in Microsoft Excel
Copy and paste your trades from the “Closed Positions” tab on the FXCM Trading
Station into your trader’s log in excel.

Make sure to calculate your Cumulative P/L and the Time in Trade so you have all
the important statistics for your report.
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TRADING DIARY: EXCEL FILE AND TRADER CUMMULATIVE P/L GRAPH

Trader’s Log
Make sure to include in your printed trader’s log and equity report the relevant
information:
Net P/L
Cumulative P/L
Equity
Return on Risk Capital
Average Hold Time/Trade
Win/Loss Ratio
Number of Trades
P/L by Currency

Equity Graph
This is the last
page in each tab.
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TRADING DIARY: EXCEL FILE AND BE ABLE TO MANIPULATE THE DATA

Trader’s Log
Be able to manipulate the excel file so that you can find:
1. How many trades per day / How many trades per strategy (currency) ?
2. P/L by strategy (currency) – which currency do you trade the best/worst?
3. P/L by time: do you trade better during certain times of the day?
4. Average P/L per trade. How much money do you make per trade?
5. Average loss per trade. How much money do you lose per trade?
6. What is your daily return on risk capital (return on margin)?
7. What is your cumulative return on risk margin?
8. What is your cumulative return on risk margin per each strategy?
9. Do you make more money in certain weeks of the month?
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